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 Matrilineal Clans and Kin Terms on Rossel Island

 Stephen C. Levinson

 Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics
 Nijmegen, The Netherlands

 Abstract. Yeli Dnye, the language of Rossel Island, Louisiade archipelago,
 Papua New Guinea, is a non-Austronesian isolate of considerable interest for
 the prehistory of the area. The kin term, clan, and kinship systems have some
 superficial similarities with surrounding Austronesian ones, but many under
 lying differences. The terminology, here properly described for the first time, is
 highly complex, and seems adapted to a dual descent system, with Crow-type
 skewing reflecting matrilineal descent, but a system of reciprocals also
 reflecting the "unity of the patriline.,, It may be analyzed in three mutually con
 sistent ways: as a system of classificatory reciprocals, as a clan-based socio
 centric system, and as collapses and skewings across a genealogical net. It
 makes an interesting contrast to the Trobriand system, and suggests that the
 alternative types of account offered by Edmund Leach and Floyd Lounsbury for
 the Trobriand system both have application to the Rossel system. The Rossel
 system has features (e.g., patrilineal biases, dual descent, collective [dyadic]
 kin terms, terms for alternating generations) that may be indicative of pre
 Austronesian social systems of the area.

 1. Introduction. Rossel Island is the easternmost island in the Louisiades, a
 chain of islands stretching out eastwards from the mainland of the island of New
 Guinea. The island has some notoriety inside ethnology as the home of a highly
 complex "shell-money" system (Armstrong 1928; Liep 1983), and also as a prin
 cipal mine of the bagi valuable1 of the Kula ring (Malinowski 1922; Liep 1981). It
 is inhabited by a people who by language and culture contrast with the Austro
 nesian languages and cultures to the west, and they presumably constitute a
 relict population of the pre-Austronesian peoples of this area. Their social sys
 tem is therefore of some special interest, although apart from Armstrong's

 monograph of 1928, based on two months' fieldwork, only John Liep (1983,1989,
 1995, 2006) has conducted systematic anthropological work there, concentrating
 on the economic system. This article reports on the kinship system, with a focus
 on the kin terms, correcting errors in Armstrong's 1928 account.2 Armstrong's
 account is confused, in part because of the theories of his day, and in part
 because of his lack of control of the language. Nevertheless, some of his ideas are
 interesting, and I will return to them at the end of the article.3

 One peculiarity of the kinship system is that it is adapted to keeping track of
 both matrilineal and patrilineal ties, for despite the overt predominance of the
 matriclan, agnatic relations have at least equal importance. For on Rossel,

 1
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 garden land is inherited in the male line, as are valuables and priestly office,
 and villages are formed from agnatic clusters. Genealogies display knowledge of
 genealogical connections in the male line up to eight to ten generations deep,
 while ancestors in the female line are traced only half as deep, and this reflects
 the differential practical importance of the two lines. Nevertheless, overtly, the
 kinship system appears dominantly matrilineal?there are named matriclans
 which play an important role in exchange relations and the kin term system can
 be viewed as a variant (deviant) Crow system, with the particular generational
 skewings typical of matrilineal descent systems. Trying to understand how
 these apparently conflicting properties are resolved in a harmoniously operating
 system of de facto dual descent is the main subject of this article.

 2. The matrilineal clan system. There are over a dozen major exogamous
 matriclans (p:uu) on Rossel, with a number of subclans which may function as
 independent clans for most purposes (see also Liep [1989] for some general re

 marks). Informants often give the number of clans as twelve, and this number
 may have mythical sanction. The actual facts are complicated by much fusion
 and fission. For example, two clans, daalumu and lumu, are effectively fused4
 with overlapping totems, while there are three subclans of the clan kmiye (dis
 tinguished by territorial designations) which effectively operate as separate
 clans.5 Allowing for this apparently fluid state of affairs, counting fused clans as
 one, but recent fissions still as subclans of one clan, the number of major super
 ordinate clans for the purposes of exogamy seems to be about fifteen in number
 (Armstrong 1928:38; and, on independent grounds, Liep [1989:236] also give the
 number as fifteen). Table 1 lays out the basic facts, as far as the author knows
 them.6

 Each named subclan has a large area of land associated with it, a strip
 that runs from mountain to sea, and includes offshore reefs. Such strips seem
 to average about two kilometers wide and run about five kilometers into the

 mountains. The members of the clan are the acknowledged owners of the land
 (tepe choo yoo), but in practice not those with the usufruct, since that passes
 in the male line. Inside such clan territories are a number of sacred sites
 (and also, occasionally, far out to sea on a reef, apparently connected to the
 territorial strip only by myth, not geographical proximity). A sacred site
 (yapwo) is usually a tree, stone, or some other natural feature, often associated

 with a snake god celebrated in legend. Neglect of the yapwo entails natural
 and personal disasters, from cyclones to disease, each such site being associated
 with specific maleficent effects.7 For this reason, all major yapwo have
 ritual guardians or (as Armstrong [1928] calls them) "priests" ('nmono, or yapwo
 choo, lit., 'owner of a sacred place') responsible for keeping the sites clean.
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 Table 1. Rossel Clans_

 Clan name Number,* Totems* Areas, Names given by

 exogamy1 sacred sites** fathers of the

 bird tree fish snakeft clan to sons

 nkomo 1 mbuwo wedi Ivee Lomo tpemi, Mbaa 'nuwo, Kweli, 'Nepa,

 (kpedekpede) 'sago* 'fish sp. Ngwolo T:ii 'nuwo Nkada, Nkaali,

 'black heron' (Metroxyhn) taboo to kopwe Monki, 'N:aadpuwo,

 women', (one eyed Taanki, Vyiinke,
 dpuwo god) Mw.amywu,

 'fishsp.' Tewy:eme

 kiy:a (kigh:aa) lb mbuwo wedi dpuwo, Ivee nd:eeni kpono Lee 'nuwo, near Kepe, Kiyengma,
 (fusing with kpaapikpa- 'sago 'taboo fish', (mwee, snake East Point; Nkangma, Muwo,

 1, cannot api 'white (MetroxylonY l:aa 'trevally' with flat head) Nkepe wee Pule, Nkwedingma,

 intermarry) heron' Muknwe, Waadi,

 'Noyaa

 ntee tpyaa 2 kpee fe:aa 'taro', toodpi Nine Mbaati (Mbaa Mboo, Yidika, Pikwa, (piy:e) (cannot 'bush hen' pwimi (taro god paa wee), Mwola, Kepi, Vyeeka,

 marry 2b) [Armstrong Kengwe Kdambwa, Puleyopu,

 928:39]) (coastal) Weta, Kaadumgem,

 Tepa, Mgaalim,

 Mbw.emono, Taake,
 Tepukwe, Pweegha

 vy ape tpy aa 2b kpee ke, toodpi Chee (whose (coastal) same as 2

 (used not 'bush hen' foaa'taro' yapwo or Vy ape wee,

 to marry 3, sacred place near Nkaal

 but perhaps is at vyape)

 does so now)

 kp:aachede 2c kpee pwimi yilime (?) Kp:aachede, same as 2

 (pume) tpy aa 'bush hen' (river tree, 'river fishsp.' above

 fruits) Kimbekpapu
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 Table 1. Rossel Clans (continued)_

 Clan name Number,* Totems* Areas, Names given by

 exogamy1 sacred sites * * fathers of the

 bird tree fish snaketf clan to sons

 dumutpyaa 3 daatp:ee'ovrY fc.aa'taro' toodpi (?) Dumowee same as 2

 (can marry 2, (or none?)

 2b[?], not 2c)

 nkee daa 4 kpaapi km:ii kpaapitp.oo- Luwe yapwo above Woyipa, Y:emwe,

 'white 'coconut', kpaapitp:oo (Armstrong mbumbemema Mgamiwe, cockatoo' fc:aa'(taro', 1928:154), Kpeemuwo, Mbilipe,

 kaami kpopwe Lapudaa, Yaavyi,

 'canarium', Kpaamwele,

 chipwa Deemywu, Wuta

 kpapiaadaa 5 timelyu 'hawk' kponi 'nut (no fish) N:aa,Tepwi ML Nke, (??)

 (can marry 4) ap.', mwede, (variants of Heron island

 kweni, kpiye Pede)

 'nutsp.'

 daalumu 6 chale kmdi (none; bush Ngwonoch:af half of Mt. Mbulu, Leeko, Mg:aa,

 'black bird sp.' 'coconut', people) creator god, Mgi, thetwo Delaa, Dpeepi, Taaki,

 kpede and Pede (his reefs ('waves') Deewe, Ghaapwe, 'nutsp.' father) atCheme, 'N:aake, Mg:eenke,

 wapu chede 'N:aawe

 lumu 6b chale kpede (none; bush Pede other half of same as 6

 (cannot 'nutsp.' people) Mgi, including

 marry 6, summit; small
 now fused) plot on L6w:a,

 islet associated

 with Laap
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 Table 1. Rossel Clans (continued)_

 Clan name Number,* Totems* Areas, Names given by

 exogamy1 sacred sites** fathers of the

 bird tree fish snaketf clan to sons

 nkwodo 7 ndeidi kaami kadmilumu yoodu (sea eel, pad cheeli reef, Mgaa, Ghaalyu,

 'black pigeon' 'canarium 'tunasp.' husband of P:uum, Nini Kaawe, Ngim,

 sp.; mty:uu Lddp, octopus Mt Tad Dinimga, Tip,

 'pandanus fruit', goddess) K:ddmgaa, Kipi,

 kmo Kakan, Kaawa

 leepe or lee 7b ndiidi, kaami (none) yoodu pad cheeli; same as 7

 (cannot 'black pigeon' (nkiidi type, 'sea eel' also Damenu

 marry 7) rngi 'frigate canarium
 bird', and sp.)

 other sea birds chiki

 'hardwood sp.'

 pwee

 kpimadi 8 tada, nkepi leenge Pede kpimadi Daach:a, Peedi,

 kmiye (can marry 'kingfisher 'yellow (Jinjo) Mwoni,Pyipo, all other (Halcyon berries', Keemina,

 kmiye) chlorisY kpiye 'nuts', Mbwakigha,

 tii 'Paradise pwolo 'fish K:aani

 kingfisher bait', yomo

 (Halcyon sanctaY

 kana-nyiye- 9a t:a 'red- kneepi, ydd, pywdpwo Mwee 'python Kana, Mt. Kpele W:adyopu, Daakpi,

 kmiye (not to cheeked parrot mbwo, mgeeli 'dugong' sp.'(especially Dyawa, Nkiti, Pindi,

 marry 9c) (Geoffroyus 'wrapping associated with Nkelipi, Taadpuwo,

 geoffroyiY leaves', kulu, Ngwonoch:a Mbulukp:aa,

 ghami (trees and Pede) Mgeedi, Kpaputa,

 with smells) Pidpuwo, Wombodo
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 Table 1. Rossel Clans (continued)_

 Clan name Number,* Totems* Areas, Names given by

 exogamy1 sacred sites** fathers of the

 bird tree fish snaketf clan to sons

 kana n:uu 9b t:a tane keedi pywapwo (same as 9a?) Saman same as 9a

 kmiye (no marriage 'parrot sp. 'breadfruit 'dugong'

 with 9a (green head)') sp.',mbwo

 in past 'wild betelnut'

 pweleyo-kmiye 9c mtye 'pulu ke, mbaali, (none) Nkeetpi Pwelevyuwo same as 9a

 (not to marry subtype, mbwo, 'wild 'python god'

 9a) (Lorius betelnut',

 hypoinochrousY liy:a 'mangrove

 fruit'

 penekomo 10 (can miikii'very myaa (none) (none) Kp.aapiaa Kuwongm:aa,

 kmiye marry all small yellow 'chestnut fruit' (inland of Koo,Mgam,

 other kmiye) bird (hanging Njaadu) Piimgaay Daamywo

 nests)'

 mteedi 11 mgi 'frigate feaa'fan mwape (?)nd:eeni L6w:a,Pele Waa,Njela,

 bird', maali palm', 'surgeon- kpono feaa n:uu Chedamgaa,

 'osprey nkwolo 'wild fish', (snake with (overDyaame Km:iikigha,

 (Pandion taro' (eaten kpeeli, taaki, flat head, island), Chidpuwo, Kpili,

 haliaetus)' with human 'ocean turtle'identified with Mt.Kmini Kaati, Kaapeeni

 flesh) eagle-god Yee) ndani

 ndiimee lib maali feaa, (same as 11?) Yee same as 11, same as 11

 (cannot 'osprey' 'fan palm', and Yeli 'nuw.o
 marry 11) nkwolo (East Point) 'wild taro'
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 Table 1. Rossel Clans (continued)_

 Clan name Number,* Totems* Areas, Names given by

 exogamy* sacred sites** fathers of the

 bird tree fish snaketf clan to sons

 kyoopu 12 vy:imi myele 'tree (none) (none?) Ntoo wee, Mgaawo, Mundi,

 'white pigeon' fruit', kpeepi Mb:ee wee Manech:a, Walumu,

 'wrapping (inland from K:aalumu, Nkaa,

 banana', Kina) Kaayopu, Mbwoda, le 'nut sp.' Lala, Wupwi,

 mwona Mg:emilumu

 nje 13 t:a'red- mbwo'wild pywdpwo mwee K:aalve Weni, Yami'na,

 (used not cheeked betelnut' 'dugong' 'python sp.' (Abeleti) Kpitengma, Ndu,

 to marry parrot' (own avatar) Nk:im,Nooko,

 kana nyiye Kpateni, Pweeni,
 kmiye) Kinite, Limonki, N:dd

 d:dmo 14 mgamu kaami (none) Meedipyopu Damenu (the mother gives the

 (cannot 'flying fox' 'canarium' (a god in form name after her

 marry lumu; kpiye 'nut sp.' of a stone mother's brother,

 once married rather than i.e., naming follows the

 exclusively a snake) child's own clan)

 with leepe due

 to isolation)

 mb:oo mwiye 15a tii, tada mgeeli (none) (?) Mt. Mb:oo, Pyikpidi,

 (original, (nomarriage 'kingfisher 'flower', Njddduand Pyaandiya, Pyit'ni, itself a branch between sp.'(cf. ngiipi Vyimi, the Meeepwe,Y66too,
 of kpimadi mwiye kpimadi 'medicinal passage Puuka,Yaadi.

 kmiye) subclans, kmiye) tree', dpumo Nydd kn:dd Girls: L:aatoo,

 and probably 'sacred palm', (Njaddu), the Lumomuwo,

 not with kele 'banana- beach Mbyaa K:omochedi,
 kpimada like plant' tii pad Dyakada, Weepy da,

 kmiye) W:ddmbwa
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 Table 1. Rossel Clans (continued)_

 Clan name Number,* Totems* Areas, Names given by

 exogamy1 sacred sites* * fathers of the

 bird tree fish snakeft clan to sons

 poomwiye 15b same as 15a same as 15a same as 15a (?) Vyaakpe origin same as 15a

 vy.aalemwiye 15c same as 15a same as 15a same as 15a (?) Vy.aale origin same as 15a

 *puu or "clans" with the same number are subclans, collectively forming an endogamous unit.

 'Here are noted known restrictions on marriage with other (sub)clans; subclans with the same clan name where marriage is

 permitted are also noted as exceptions. Otherwise, all clans may marry into all other clans.

 *The scientific identity of these species is alas unknown unless noted. Some of the information in this table is esoteric knowledge,
 not easily gathered. As Armstrong (1928) noted, there are links between totems, gods, and districts where those gods have sacred

 places.

 **Armstrong (1928, chapter 12) gives an accurate gazetteer of fifty-five sacred places with associated gods.

 Unless noted, the names here are not species names, but the names of individual gods who take snake form, usually a python, if

 not otherwise noted.
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 2006 STEPHEN C. LEVINSON 9

 Despite the association with matriclans, such guardians are not necessarily
 of the clan in whose territory the sacred site lies?indeed, their office is normally
 handed down from father to son (or in the absence of sons, even to daughters,
 who at least in certain cases can themselves perform the relevant rites). The
 clan territories do not seem to have precise borders, but seem rather to be
 formed from regions around concatenated sacred sites, which are themselves
 linked in legend (much on the Australian Aboriginal pattern).8 This explains
 how, for example, the clan nkwodo, whose territorial strip runs from a central
 mountain out through the village P:uum to the north, could have a yapwo on
 Cow Passage, a reef forty kilometers out to the west, at the end of the giant
 western lagoon.

 In addition to territories, each clan has three distinctive totems: a plant, a
 bird, and a fish.9 This pattern, as Armstrong points out (1928:40), is basically
 shared with Rossel Islanders' Austronesian neighbors, the southern Massim
 peoples; like them, the Rossels have basically the same set of birds and fishes,
 and this allows a traveler to find Active kinsmen in other ethnic groups and is no
 doubt a factor associated with the Kula exchange system, to which Rossel is a
 contributor on the sidelines (providing the major source of the bagi valuable).
 The plant totems are often multiple and are not necessarily sources of edible
 material. For example, in addition to sago and taro and various bush nuts (like
 the important kaami or canarium nut) or bush fruits (like the prized pandanus
 fruit mty:uu), there are flowers, the invaluable thatching plant haa (Livistona
 woodfordii), and even ke (tree species), the favorite food of the corresponding
 bird totem, mtye. Given the frequent association with basic foodstuffs, there are
 (unlike, e.g., on the Trobriands) no food taboos or prohibitions associated with
 the totems (a matter of mirth to natives of other islands). Overlaps in ownership
 of totems seem to reliably indicate past fission from a superordinate clan, or a
 process of fusion between clans. The bird totems are particularly important, and
 possession of the same bird totem by two differently named subclans is taken as
 a sure sign that they may not marry. The totems are prominent birds like the
 white cockatoo, the Rossel red-cheeked parrot, the Eclectus parrot (not resident
 on Rossel, in fact, but mythologically important), the white and black pigeons,
 the heron, the owl, the kingfisher, and the frigate bird.10 These, in turn, have
 various associations?the cockatoo, the parrots, and the white pigeon are birds
 shared by Massim peoples as totems, and thus allow affiliation to their clan
 system, which offers security when visiting as trading partners (and also allow
 the occasional married-in woman to be assimilated to the Rossel system). Some,
 like the white pigeon (vyeme), are good eating, but others are never eaten. The
 mgi, or frigate bird, is a deep-sea bird only driven on land by high winds, and
 hence is associated with cyclones, as well as by name with the highest mountain
 on Rossel. The fish totems have the same sort of variation, some being important
 sources of food, others having important associations of other kinds. For
 example, the dpuwo is a large fish with bulging forehead and large scales which
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 offers good meat, but whose consumption is surrounded with taboos (e.g., the
 head may never be offered to people from another village). Other fish are im
 portant river fish or rich fatty fish like the surgeonfish. One clan even claims the
 dugong as its "fish."

 In addition to the plant, bird, and fish totems, there are snake associations,
 although, as Armstrong notes, to consider these to constitute snake totems is to
 stretch the analogy to the Massim peoples perhaps a bit too far. In reality, the
 snake associations come about because sacred places, owned by specific clans,
 are associated with specific gods who have avatars in snake form. Table 1 lists
 the three or more totems?a plant, a bird, and a fish for each clan?and includes
 notes on the associated snake gods.

 One additional association with each clan is a fixed repertoire of names
 (ntepe tide 'naming place') from which a man of this clan draws the names for
 his children. The result is that one immediately knows or can determine the clan
 of the father from a person's name (but not the clan of the name-bearer, who
 inherits his or her clan from the mother).11 Those subclans that effectively
 operate as clans, like kpemadi kmiye, have their own repertoire of names, but
 other subclans share names. For example, fathers of the clan tpyaa and its
 various subclans can all name their sons Yidika, Tepa, Pikwa,T6pukuwa, Mboo,
 Weta, Mwola, Mgaanjene, Vyeeka, and their daughters Yoota, Yoomwe, Kpekede,
 Mtyepwe, Yimikighia, etc. These names are the principal names of each individ
 ual, although other names will be given by the mother, which prove of use when
 one needs to name an individual who stands in a taboo relation to oneself, where
 direct naming is forbidden.12

 The matrilineal clans of Rossel have important social functions. First, mar
 riage is strictly exogamous with respect to one's natal clan (there appear to
 be no intraclan marriages, although the status of subclans that have fused or
 recently fissioned is a cause of some uncertainty).13 In addition, there is some
 aversion to marrying inside one's father's clan, close members of which (like
 father's sister's daughter) are definitely not permissible mates. This, however,
 is a matter of filiation, not clan membership, as men consider that marrying a
 distant member of one's father's clan (say, a link three generations back) is a
 rather good strategy; such a woman can then look after one's aging father (who
 is likely to be local, given patrilocalism) without the inhibitions that normally
 attach to affines. There are no clear marriage preference rules in terms of clan
 membership; the clan is merely an exogamous unit, not a systematic unit of
 marriage alliance.14

 A second important function of clans is as categories within which one finds
 essential support for major exchanges of valuables. For example, the mother's
 brother and other members of one's clan are one of the chief sources of
 bridewealth, mortuary payments, and other contributions to major exchanges of
 valuables (but not the only source, as we shall see). To summon up the fifteen
 hundred or so shell "coins'' typically involved in a major prestation, a large
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 network within a clan will be invoked, each distantly related relative contrib
 uting smaller amounts to the more involved parties (see Liep 1983). Mother's
 brothers (classificatory or otherwise) are expected to support their nephews in
 such prestations by providing shells or other valuables as required.

 A third function of clans is as a source of recruitment for political and
 military support. In the days of cannibalism and feud, a man would (according to
 the legends) take his most trusted warriors with him on raiding parties; these
 seem in the first instance to have been his nephews rather than his sons. Still
 today, hunting and fishing expeditions are often composed at least partially of
 clan members, and there is a special collective kin term chimi meaning 'a man
 and his nephews'.

 Finally, fellow clan members may rely on "prescriptive amity" (Fortes 1969),
 so that when traveling, one may always rely on and stay with members of one's
 own clan (an important consideration in a society riven with fears of sorcery).

 In short, the Rossel clan is a distributed entity that never meets as a whole.
 But nevertheless it is a weak corporate group, in that it jointly holds a specific
 territory over which it has protective duties and exclusion rights in principle. In
 fact, however, territorial rights are more ideological than practical. Instead, the
 clan forms a pool from which important action groups are recruited for specific
 purposes, especially for major exchanges at rites of passage, but also for such
 purposes as buying pigs, paying for canoes, and mounting hunting expeditions
 in the rainforest. For more practical everyday purposes like gardening and small
 constructions, the patrilocal village forms the recruitment pool.

 3. Patrilineal descent. The importance of the father is immediately evident
 on Rossel, and it may indicate roots in a pre-Austronesian patrilineal kinship
 system.15 Already the naming practice indicates that kinship through the father
 is, in fact, of great importance, despite the matrilineal nature of clans. The sys
 tem guarantees that on knowing someone's name, one knows immediately their
 father's matriclan, not their own clan, and it is the basis for penta or namesake
 relations that associate men (or women) of the same father's clan in a relation
 of prescriptive amity.16 Still, although this naming system demonstrates the
 importance of patrifiliation, it at the same time underlines the importance of the

 matriclan.
 What gives patrilineal descent fundamental importance is residence and the

 rights that come through that. Residence is, from a male point of view, patrilocal
 (conversely, nearly all women born in a village marry out),17 and most villages
 consist of men related as brothers, or father's brother's sons, i.e., as clusters of
 adult males related through the father's line, with their wives and children.18
 These villages remain relatively small, dividing by a process of fission into near
 by hamlets with links to each other through the father's line, so that a territory
 can become associated with an agnatic ancestor. These agnatically related males
 will naturally be of various matriclans, only brothers being necessarily of the
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 same clan. Village house plots may be in short supply due to stands of mature
 palms, and this land is handed down from father to sons. Garden land is of vari
 ous types?nearby gardens for everyday use, palm plantations, and distant taro
 gardens high in the mountains. A man tends to use the garden land inherited
 from his father and his grandfather before him. Indeed, he has a presumptive
 claim to land tilled by any agnatically related ancestors of arbitrary remove, and
 similar rights to fisheries, motivating deep patrilineal memories. Only when he
 needs new land outside these areas will he have to ask permission from the
 theoretical owners, the matriclan to whom the area belongs. Although land is
 not in short supply, coconut, betel, and sago plantations take years to reach
 maturity and constitute important capital assets, which usually go to the first
 born son, who in turn shares or distributes them with his younger brothers. Like
 all unilineal descent groups, the local agnatic group is subject to demographic
 vagaries, and under those conditions, a man may ask his nephews, i.e., his sis
 ter's sons, to come and help him populate a village. In that case the pure patri
 lineal grouping is lost.19 The usufruct rights can thus be given away, and they

 may also be purchased and sold for shell money.20 There is nothing like this sys
 tem on neighboring islands. For example, on Sudest or Nimowa, land is inher
 ited matrilineally, and although usufruct rights may derive from one's father's
 use of the land, they cannot be taken up without a feast and exchange of valu
 ables with the owning matriclan.

 A village of close agnates forms a political unit which acts as a corporate
 group to maintain its internal affairs and guard its rights (e.g., its fisheries)
 against intruders. It holds meetings whenever issues of law and order, land, or
 fisheries come up?a typical agenda would be keeping women and children off
 the reef, banning poison to preserve the fisheries, punishing teenage pranks,
 and soothing quarrels about women or land boundaries. The leadership tends to
 be passed from the founding pioneer to his firstborn son, and so on down the line,
 provided that the son is a competent orator, leader, and handler of shell money.21
 Villages fission when more than one "big man" emerges and the village can no
 longer act as a single group?then the newer political faction will start a new
 village a short distance from the original one.

 The major inheritable wealth consists of shell money, stone axes, bagi, and
 other valuables, and upon the death of the father these are inherited by the sons.
 The eldest son receives the basket of valuables, including the accumulated shell
 money, to invest and spend on essential rites of passage on behalf of all the
 surviving siblings (e.g., to pay the bridewealth of younger brothers). Shell money
 debts are also inherited in the same way. A man (and occasionally a woman)
 may also inherit magic, especially important magic and sacred site guardian
 ship, through the father's line. Individuals are able to trace ancestors in the
 male line for no less than eight to ten generations back, with cross-individual
 consensus, the memory for this detail being assisted by knowledge about the
 foundation of patrilocal hamlets and their subsequent history.
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 It was mentioned above that a man and his nephews (sister's sons) form a
 unit with a special collective kin term (chimi), a unit that in mythology and
 legend is a raiding, fighting, and hunting group. This, of course, makes sense in
 a strong matrilineal setting with avunculocal residence (as in the Trobriands),
 where one's most trusted partners are nephews rather than sons, but this does
 not correspond to the reality in Rossel. On Rossel, there is also a collective kin
 term for a man and his sons (mupwo), and this is, at least in practice, the more
 common practical unit of action?after all, they live together and can congregate
 at a moment's notice. A man going on any errand is likely to take along a son,
 and there are deep and affectionate bonds between fathers and sons that are
 thus established early.

 In addition, in contrast to surrounding matrilineal peoples, traditional be
 liefs about procreation stress the contribution of the father, who builds the
 embryo through repeated intercourse (Armstrong 1928:100); the blood is said to
 come from the father, the skin from the mother (the mother's side is the skin
 side, the father's side is the blood side). The man's greater role in procreation is
 thought to be reflected in the differential amount of sexual fluid emitted by man
 and woman?and the soul or spirit (the ghe dmi) comes only from the father,
 who is also said to give the forehead or mental strength, although other features
 are recognized to be inherited from either side. This is obviously not a matri
 lineal ideology, and it supports the view that the kinship system is funda

 mentally bilineal.
 I think it is clear that Rossel is de facto a dual-descent system, despite the

 overt prominence given primarily to matrilineal features. The matrilineal de
 scent group alone offers named exclusive units?essential for exogamy, of
 course. But the existence of presumptive genealogical connection inside the
 matriclan weakens actual genealogical reckoning, which rarely goes more than
 four or five generations deep. In contrast, all men I have asked can produce
 patrilineal genealogies (mi u tii, 'father's line')22 with named ancestors from
 eight to ten generations deep. These massive genealogies can be corroborated
 with many other individuals. Moreover, the terminology itself offers descendant
 terms to the seventh generation (yi duuwo, 'seventh generation descendant'; see
 table 4), although these are not specific to the patriline.23 The deeper one can
 trace in the patriline, the broader the land usufructs one is able to claim, and the
 larger the assemblage of political units (villages) one might be able to mobilize.

 In trying to assess the relative importance of matriclan and patrilineal
 group, an important factor is the role of each in the massive exchanges of
 valuables at rites of passage. Liep (1989) has described the complex exchanges
 involved in the mortuary feast in terms of, especially, the three matrilineal
 subclans of the deceased's spouse (the givers), of the deceased himself or herself,
 and of the deceased's father (the takers). At a recent death (Thomas Keleta of
 P:uum), two innovations made it possible to get a precise record of the transac
 tions?a highly competent scribe wrote down the movements of valuables, and
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 my digital camera recorded this and other details. If we take just the twenty
 polished stone ax heads exchanged as an example, it is clear that these did not
 only go to the three subclans mentioned. Instead, many of them went to relatives
 in the deceased's patriline?for example, to the deceased's father's brother's
 daughters or father's brother's daughters of unrelated clans. Matriclan mem
 bership was a better predictor of the classes of giver (mostly Nkwodo, the clan of
 the surviving spouse, but also others), but the recipients fell into many clans,
 and at least part of this was motivated by patriline sentiment. Thus, although
 matrilineal descent groups do have a special role to play in these exchanges, the
 patriline also surfaces as an important element in distribution.24

 4. The kin term system. It is against this background that we now describe
 the kin term system. There has been a recent revival of interest in kin termi
 nologies because they raise central anthropological questions: How are we to
 explain a delimited set of types, tokens of which seem to have developed inde
 pendently (Godelier, Trautmann, and Tjon Sie Fat 1998)? How are we to explain
 the emergence of such beautifully honed systems of reciprocals without invoking
 individual design and agency (Levinson 2000, 2006a)? And how are we to ex
 plain the apparent failure of precise design-to-function correlations?

 In the Rossel case, the central design question is: how can a covert dual
 descent system be married with an overt matrilineal clan system, while retain
 ing a single coherent kin terminology? It turns out that the Rossel system is a
 variant Crow terminology, unique in various of its structural details, but related
 to other Crow terminologies. Crow terminologies are statistically associated
 with matrilineal systems (as Murdock [1949] noted), and involve particular sys
 tematic generational skewings. All "classificatory" kin terminologies can be
 thought about as primarily typed by their treatment of the four basic relations:
 mother's sister, mother's brother, father's brother, father's sister.25 Crow sys
 tems are distinguished, for example, from Dravidian systems (with which they
 share the singling out of mother's brother and father's sister) by the special
 treatment of father's sister?she is either assimilated to a higher generation, or
 other junior relatives are assimilated up a generation or more to her, with
 consequent systematic generational skewing across the egocentric genealogical
 net (Lounsbury 1969; Godelier, Trautmann, and Tjon Sie Fat 1998). The general
 effect is to raise any kinsman traced through a sister link, for example, likening
 a sister's son to a brother, suggesting a succession of younger brother followed
 by sister's son to, say, political office?hence, presumably, the association with
 matrilineal descent. So our focal problem is: how does this work in the context of
 a de facto dual-descent system?

 A word on the data. They were collected in the classical ethnogenealogical
 manner: first, egocentric genealogical nets were collected from a handful of
 informants, and then their reciprocal kin term usage for each and every person
 on that net was established. In addition, since the terminology is sensitive to the
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 sex of the speaker, male informants were asked to indicate how their sisters
 called each person on the net, and this was subsequently checked with some
 female informants.26

 As a next step, kin terms were listed together with their attested geneal
 ogical extensions. The set of kin terms are given in tables 4 and 5, together with
 sample kin types belonging to each term. Abbreviations for the kin types are as
 follows: F = father, M = mother, S = son, D = daughter, B = brother, Z = sister, H
 = husband, W = wife. (Thus, ZS = sister's son, FBW = father's brother's wife,
 etc.) A given concatenation of kin types can always in principle be assigned to a
 kin term (arguably a precondition for calling a lexeme a kin term in the first
 place); however, it should not be concluded that this is how the terms are
 principally thought about. Rather, they are principally employed in their classi
 ficatory sense, without necessary knowledge of the genealogical basis for a par
 ticular usage. For example, if my mother calls a man a kene, then I should call
 him a mbwo, and, to determine this I need have no idea whatsoever of the
 genealogical links between my mother and this man?a point developed below.

 A note is necessary on the possessive construction in Yeli Dnye. Apart from
 a few exceptions to be noted, kin terms take the same possessive as material
 objects (without an alienable-inalienable distinction), and this is marked by a
 prefix (more exactly a preposed clitic) according to the pattern in table 2.

 Table 2. Possessive Proclitics_
 Singular Dual Plural

 First person a nyi nmi
 Second person N* dpi nmye
 Third person u yi yi

 The N* in the table indicates a fused nasal?for example, corresponding to a piye
 'my mother' we have miye 'your mother', and similarly a kpam 'my wife',
 ngmam 'your wife', a tp:ee 'my son', 'nm:ee 'your son', and so on, according to a
 general phonological pattern whereby a nasal replaces the stop element in the
 complex multiply-articulated Rossel consonants. All kin terms are cited below in
 their root form, although they are never used in this way. The exceptions to
 these general patterns concern the kin terms of the nuclear family, where there
 are some suppletive possessive forms, as in table 3.

 Table 3. Suppletive Possessive Forms_
 English gloss First person Second person Third person

 Unmarked form 'yourX' 'hisX'
 'son' a tp:ee 'nm:ee tp:oo

 'daughter' atp:eemodo 'nm:ee modo tp:oomddd
 'father' m:aa mi umi
 'mother' niye niye upye
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 (Incidentally, note that the child terms, like a number of others, are sex
 differentiated by adding modo 'female' to the unmarked term.)

 In tables 4 and 5, all terms can be used for address and reference unless
 otherwise noted. There is a special address term for father (m:aa) and for
 mother (niye), as noted above. Taboo affinal relatives are preferably not
 addressed by the reference form, but by some circumlocution; for example,
 mother's brother's wife is referred to as kedikaa, but addressed, if at all, by the
 husband's principal name (i.e., that determined by the clan of his father, as
 outlined in section 2 above). Some terms have unique kin types as extensions
 (i.e., are not classificatory), e.g., mi 'own father', kpamu 'wife' (even though
 bigamy is permissible under traditional lore, only one kin type, wife, is referred
 to). But generally, all terms are classificatory, i.e., have more than one type of
 kin type as extension.

 Table 4. Rossel Kin Terms_
 chene ZS, ZD, ZDDD/ZDDS and Ds of classificatory a tide

 dyemi (reference only, cf. mgiee) WB, ZH
 kaapyaa (kepyaa) MM, all senior generation women of M's clan (MMZ, MMM,

 MMMM, etc.), all senior generation women of F's clan (FM,
 FMZ, FMM, etc.), and same and -2 generation of women in F's
 clan (FZD, FZDDD, FZDDDDD)1

 feaafeaa FB, FF, FFB, FFBS, any senior generation male in F's clan (e.g.,
 FMB, FMMB, FMMMB),* any male of any generation in FF's
 and MF's clans (e.g., MF, MFZS, MFZDS, MFZDDS, etc.), also
 FFZH, MZH, MMH

 kamikee ZDH, DH, BDH, MBDH, junior male affines
 kaawo (archaic term, FF, FB, MF, MFB
 in Armstrong)

 kee BS, BD, ZSS, ZSD, MBDS and D, MBSS and D, WZDS and D,
 DS and D, SS and D, ZSS and D, MMZSS, MMZSSS

 kedikaa (for male speaker) MBW, MMZSW, WZ, HB, BW
 (for female speaker) HB, HZS
 (This is a taboo relationship. Kedikaa may not be addressed by
 this term or any name. The term choko is normally used to refer
 to the relationship with those affines with whom an individual
 has contracted a maximal taboo restriction, typically eldest and
 youngest sisters of wife, W of eldest MB.) Compare 7i:aa and
 mbwanko.

 kemedi (for female ego and referent only) BW, MZSW
 kenewo MB (becoming archaic)
 kene MB, MMMB
 kighe = feaafeaa (FB and other kaakaa)
 kpamf kpamu W
 /7i:aa F (address only)
 m:aam:aa (address, for some speakers, reference too) FZ, FZDD, FFBD,

 FFFBSDD, etc.;
 = mipyaa (reference only)
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 mbywe, mbwiye WF/WM, DH, WFZ, etc. (reciprocal: nye mbywe 'we are in-laws')
 mbywe pyad WM
 mbwiye ngma WMB (reciprocal with ZDH)

 mbwo (male speaking) B, MZS, and in general, all males of M's clan of
 even generations (+2, such as MMB; +4, such as MMMMB; -2
 such as ZDS; -4, such as ZDDDS);
 also FBS, FFBSS, and any son of a man in father's clan

 mbopo (female speaking) BS, WBS
 mbwanko WZs who are not designated in taboo relation, i.e., not kedikdd

 mg:ii (male speaker; cf. vyili) WB, ZH (= dyemi in reference only),
 ZHB

 micho FZS, FZDDS, FZDDDDS (i.e., males in F's clan of junior even
 generations (0, -2, -4), also FMZDS, MZH for female ego**

 mi F, also in mipyad FZ (= m:aam:aa)
 piye=pye M, MZ, MMZD, FBW, FBWZ
 mipyad FZ, FMZD (marriageable); also reference equivalent of

 m:aam:aa (q.v.)
 'n:dd (male propositus) BSW, SW, MBSW, wife of a classificatory

 MBS
 (female propositus) SW, BSW, MMBW?, HF, MMZSSW,

 MMZSSSW, and in general (?) any wife of a kee
 niye M (address only)

 teetee MB = kini
 tidi (male speaking) Z, MZD, MMZDD, or Ds of classificatory chine

 tp:ee S, D (tp:ee modo) (third person possessed form is tp:oo)
 vyili (female speaker; cf. mg:ii) HBW, HZ, HZD, woman's BW
 w:dd MBS, MBD, MMZSS, WZD (w:dd modo) (w:dd also means 'dog')

 Terms in Armstrong (1928) (in corrected spelling; now mostly archaic)

 mbywengm:a ZDH, WMB
 kiniwo = kini MB

 kaawo FF, MF, FB (i.e., same reference as kaakdd including extensions)
 ki medi reciprocal address between BH, HZ instead of names

 vyili used between Zs in law (still in use)
 tp:ee feaa first-born
 tp:ee tpuu last-born

 Great-(great, etc.)-grandchildren terms (via both male and female children)
 maka child's child's child, e.g., DDD, DSD, etc., S or D of kee (DS)

 wuduma child's child's child's child, e.g., DSDS
 kiidupu child's child's child's child's child, e.g., DSDSD (keidupu also

 means 'elbow')
 miidupu e.g., DSDSDD
 yi duuwo e.g., DSDSDDD

 Collective kin terms (plural with kni, e.g., u kpdmu ghee kni; senior kinsman is the
 propositus, outside the scope of the plural)

 lemi 'person with opposite sex sibling'
 ghee 'woman with S, D, or ZS, ZD'
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 chimi 'man with his ZS' (from u chine 'his MBS')
 mupwo 'man with his son' or 'with MBS', mupwo kni 'man with his

 family' or 'woman with her BS or DS'
 dyieemi 'man with his WB' (male propositus only) (cf. u mgiei 'WB')
 kieemi 'man with his BS, SS, or DS', or 'woman with her SS or SD'

 (from u kee)
 mbyw.eemi 'man with his WF, WM, or DH' (male propositus only) (from u

 mbwiye)
 mbwemi 'man with his brother (or FBS), or woman with her sister' (from

 u mbwo)
 'n:eemi 'woman with SW, or HM, HF, HFB, HMB', 'man with SW,

 MBSW (from u niaa)
 vyimi 'woman with HBZ or HZ' (from u vyilo)

 Step kin
 wo tpiee 'stepson of a man, i.e., WS by another man (male propositus

 only)'
 wo tpiee modo 'stepdaughter of a man, i.e., WD by another man (male pro

 positus only)'
 wiaa 'stepson or stepdaughter of a woman, i.e., HS by another woman

 (female propositus)', 'children of another wife (wife speaking)'
 pyekiy.a 'stepmother, i.e., FW not M'

 wo mi 'stepfather, i.e., MH not F'

 NOTE: Definitions are for male propositus or speaker, except where stated otherwise. Kin
 terms occur only possessed, according to the following pattern: a w:aa 'my MBS', ngwiaa
 'your MBS', u wiaa 'his MBS'.

 Daughters of FMZ are m:aam:aa, but their daughters are kaapyaa again, and the
 next generation miaamiaa, then kaapyaa, and so on. A man cannot marry close women of
 these categories, especially FZD.

 ^Seniority is reckoned carefully: "We can't call them a mbwo, because they name their
 sons like me, so only sons of those men are a mbwos."

 Note that no term is given for FZH, who will receive various designations, derived
 through other genealogical connection.

 *A possible etymology for this term is from mi choo 'father himself.

 Table 5. Reciprocals_
 Asymmetrical

 kaakaa (m) (kighi, kaawo) <=> kee
 kaapyaa (f) <^> kee
 kine (m) <=> chine (m and f)
 pye (f) <=> wiaa or tpiee (optional, regardless of sex)
 m:aam:aa (f) <=> mbopo
 micho <=> wiaa
 kpamu <=> moo
 miaa/mi(m), mipyaa (f) <=> tpiee
 niye/pye (f) <=> tpiee
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 Symmetrical
 kedikdd <=> kedikdd
 mbywe <=> mbywe
 mg:ii <=> mg:ii (both parties male)
 'n:dd <=> 'n:dd (always cross sex)
 vyili <=> vyili (both parties female)
 mbwo <=> mbwo (sex of speaker/propositus and referent are same)
 tidi <=> tide (sex of speaker/propositus and sex of referent are different)

 Terms without designated reciprocals

 mbwanko (WZ) (e.g., she might refer to ZH as a mbwo moo 'my same-sex sibling's
 husband')

 Particular attention should be paid to the ten collective or dyadic kin terms
 in table 4. These terms refer to a dyad, composed of two persons who stand in a
 specific kin relationship, e.g., uncle to nephew, a woman and her sister, etc.
 These terms are lexicalized, not compositionally formed (although sometimes
 the source was clearly the junior kin term, as indicated in table 4). They have
 special properties when pluralized with the augmentative plural kni?the plural
 form denotes a singular senior kin and multiple junior kin, thus at least three
 persons. This is quite an unusual pattern; indeed, although true dyad suffixes
 are an Australian areal feature, "dedicated dyad roots seem to be unique to
 Papuan languages" (Evans 2006). Thus, the occurrence here may be trace of an
 cient connections.

 Nearly all the core kin terms have expected reciprocals, as listed in table 5.
 Here, to take the first example, if someone calls me kaakaa, then I can call them
 kee, and if I call someone kee, then he or she can call me kdakaa, if I am male,
 kaapyaa, if I am female.

 The third step of the analysis is to try to understand the distribution of kin
 types across kin terms. Here we are confronted by two very different method
 ologies, the "kinship algebra" of merging rules and skewing rules, e.g., of the
 kind developed by Lounsbury (1969), or a "componential analysis," which maps
 terms into a space constructed on dimensions that seem functionally pertinent
 to the society (sex, generation, cross vs. parallel, lineage, etc.). We will have re
 course to both, but let us start with a componential view, because we are trying
 to understand how the Rossel system is compatible with functional descent
 groups based on both matrilineal and patrilineal reckoning.

 We start by taking a matrilineal perspective. In fact, a mapping of the terms
 onto the matrilineal clans which are of special significance to ego?especially his
 own and his father's clan?orders the data immediately in a comprehensible
 way. This is shown in figure 1, which a schematizes the mappings of kin terms
 onto eight generations in those two clans for a specific male ego, together with
 some additional kin terms mapped onto affinally linked clans such as his wife's
 clan, his son's wife's clan, and his mother's brother's wife's clan.
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 F's clan M's clan (Ego's clan) Affines and their offspring

 Q FMMM J\ Q MMMM J^
 kaapyaa kaakaa kaapyaa mbwo  Q FMM J\^ Q MMM /\

 kaapyaa kaakaa kaapyaa ^"kene

 A FM }\ O MM A ^

 kaapyaa kaakaa kaapyaa y^mbwo

 (Vz J \ = Am /I A p = A A
 - m:aam:aa kaakaa^mi pye / ^kene mbywe kedikaa o fzd ~A\ A *J i = A A 6 A = o

 kaapyaa [micho \ j tide mbwo EGO kpamu mg:ee w:aa 'n:aa
 Lzdd X~\)\\ I a = r\ x a = o(A A

 V m:aam:aa / kaakaa \ chene ^ \ chene. __ tp:ee _'niaaj kee kee

 Afzddd/IA b |\1 )(T A o A A A

 kaapyaa micho tide mbwo / \ kee kee kee kee kee kee

 chene l chene

 Figure 1. Kin terms in own and father's clans (male ego).
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 Figure 1 makes clear a number of special features of this terminology. The
 first of these is that, within the relevant clan, many kin terms have application
 to alternate generations (arrows indicate the alternating patterns in the figure).
 For example, in ego's clan, his brothers or classificatory brothers (males of his
 subclan of the same generation) are called mbwo, but so are the brothers of his

 mother's mother, and other clansmen of that grandparental generation, and
 likewise sister's daughter's son and other clansmen of the niece's son's genera
 tion. Similarly a man's sister's daughters, his nieces, are chene, but so are
 his sister's daughter's daughter's daughters, and in principle, his sister's
 daughter's daughter's daughter's daughter's daughters. Note that this principle
 of alternating generations is to be found also in the terms for father's clan; thus,
 the term for father's sister is the same as for father's sister's daughter's
 daughter, the term for father's brother is the same as for father's sister's
 daughter's son, and so on. Any such alternation goes on indefinitely in down
 wards generations.

 The figure also makes clear, on the other hand, that affinally linked clans,
 like those that provide my mother's brother's wife, my own wife, or my son's

 wife, show none of the same principles in operation. Indeed, these terms do not
 seem to be clan-based at all. Despite the fact that the mother's brother is, with
 the possible exception of father, the most important male relative, his wife's (the
 mother's brother's wife's) clan are not recognized to be in any alliance (or other
 systematic) relation with ego's clan. In fact, there is no kin term at all provided
 for the mother's brother's wife's brothers, i.e., the senior males of the clan to
 which ego's mother's brother is married (he will probably be addressed by a kin
 term, but one derived from some other, roundabout genealogical connection,
 which is also likely to independently exist). The grandchildren of a mother's
 brother are kee, as are ego's own grandchildren, as are all the descendants of
 affines?kee are, from a matrilineal point of view, side shoots, offspring of
 affines. But from a male ego's point of view, kee include his own grandchildren
 who will (he hopes) surround him in his natal village, given patrilocal residence.
 Rossel people have an especial fondness for their grandchildren, but under
 standing the motivation for the special set of great-(great-)grandchildren terms
 given in table 2 perhaps requires something more. These great-grandchildren
 terms are, in contradistinction to the core terminology, markedly bilateral?that
 is, one traces both through male and female links. The generational specificity of
 these great-grandchildren terms perhaps allows disambiguation, through
 reciprocals, of the generational depth of an ancestor that might otherwise be
 unclear due to the invariance or alternation of higher generation terminology
 (along the lines of 'you are the keedupu [fifth generation descendant] of your
 kaakaa Nowa'). They certainly reflect interest in great depth of genealogical
 knowledge.

 If we now take the dimensions explicit or implicit in figure 1 as major
 semantic parameters, we have: 1. clans designated by virtue of links through the
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 parents; 2. sex of referent; 3. generation of referent with respect to ego's genera
 tion; 4. (not yet discussed) sex of ego. Using these dimensions we have the pre
 liminary componential analysis laid out informally in table 6 for a male ego.

 Table 6. Informal Componential Analysis of Core Kin Terms for a Male Ego
 Analysis

 m and fbw's clan f'sclan ff and mf's clan mbw'sclan
 m/f m/f m/f

 +4 mbwo/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa
 +3 kene/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa
 +2 mbwo/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa
 +1 kene/pye kaakaa /miaamiaa feaafeaa/feaapyaa ?/kedikaa
 0 mbwo/tide micho/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa wiaa/wiaa
 -1 chini/chini kaakaa/miaamiaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kee/kee
 -2 mbwo/tidi micho/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kee/kee
 -3 chini/chini kaakaa/miaamiaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kee/kee
 -4 mbwo/tidi micho/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kee/kee
 NONCLASSIFICATORY TERMS

 miaa F
 mi F (and some extension, e.g., FZ mipyaa)
 tpiee S, D, but also MBS, MBD

 Affinal terms
 mbywe WF, WM, DH, DDH, WZDH and other husbands of u;;aa
 'n:aa SW, BSW, MBSW, and wives of wiaa

 mgiii, dyemi ZH, WB
 dpuwo pee WBW

 Descent rules
 children of kedikaa are wiaa
 children of wiaa are kee
 children of mbwo are kee
 children of 'maa are kee
 children of kee are feee

 Spouse rules for collateral kin
 W of kene = kedikaa
 W of wiaa = 'maa
 W of feee = 'n:aa

 Address only.

 A number of further points emerge clearly from table 6. The first is that in
 addition to mother's (i.e., ego's) clan and father's clan, there are three other
 clans where kin terms pattern along clan lines. One of these is father's father's
 clan. At least one reason for keeping track of father's clan and father's father's
 clan members is the delayed reciprocity built into bridewealth and mortuary
 payments. When a person dies (here, suppose, my father), the surviving spouse's
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 clan (here my own clan) must pay large amounts of shell money and valuables to
 the deceased's clan (here, father's clan), which in turn must pay large amounts
 to the deceased's father's clan (here, father's father's clan). The effect is an
 exchange of compensatory payments across the clans of members of higher
 generations (see Liep [1989] for the complex details).

 Table 6 makes very clear that the fundamental axioms of classical struc
 tural-functional British anthropology explain much of the data. Take, for exam
 ple, the following axioms (Radcliffe-Brown 1952):

 the equivalence of same-sex siblings (accounts, e.g., for why father's broth
 er's wife's clan has the same terminology as ego's clan, as just discussed);

 the solidarity of alternate generations (explains the reciprocal use of most of
 the alternating generation terms);

 the unity of the lineage (explains, e.g., the use of the same terms to all males
 of the father's father's clan).

 The last point needs perhaps a little amplification. The classical claim is
 that, in unilineal descent systems, terminologies distinguish maximally within
 ego's own lineage, less so within closely bound lineages, but other lineages are
 treated as undifferentiated wholes. This pattern can indeed be seen in the data:
 ego's clan has distinct, if alternating, terms for each neighboring generation, but
 father's clan displays this only for the parental generation and below, while
 father's father's clan fails to distinguish generation at all.

 Let us redress an important simplification so far. There are numerous terms
 that change according to sex of speaker or propositus, or linking, relative?
 most obviously mbwo and tide in (1), which could be glossed 'same-sex sibling'
 and 'opposite-sex sibling', but also including the terms in (2)-(5).

 (1) Male speaker: tide 'sister', mbwo 'brother'

 Female speaker: tide 'brother', mbwo 'sister'

 (2) Male speaker: mg:ii 'wife's brother', 'sister's husband'

 Female speaker: vyili 'husband's brother's wife', brother's wife'

 (3) Male speaker: kedikdd 'mother's brother's wife'

 Female speaker: 'n:dd 'mother's brother's wife'

 (4) Male speaker: mbwye 'wife's father'

 Female speaker: mbwye'daughter's husband' and 'son's wife' ('n:dd 'wife's father)

 (5) Male speaker: w:dd 'mother's brother's son' (reciprocates kddpyad)
 Female speaker: kee 'mother's brother's son'
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 These changes occur even in indirect reference; thus, not only when I am using a
 female propositus, but also when the linking relative is female. Hence, I will
 refer to my mother's sister as niye u mbwo, 'my mother her mbwo9, i.e., her
 sister. But I will also refer to Yidika's mother's sister's husband's brother, as
 in (6).

 (6) Kevin Kaawe Yidika u pye u mbwo u moo u mbwo
 Kevin Kaawe Yidika his mother her sister her husband his brother'
 'Kevin Kaawe is Yidika's mother's sister's husband's brother.'

 Here a male is speaking, but when referring to Yidika's mother's sister, the
 speaker says 'Yidika his mother her same-sex sibling (mbwo) her husband his
 same-sex sibling', where 'same-sex sibling' has to be understood in terms of the
 immediately preceding kin link. Incidentally, this example shows how Rossel
 people are able to use classificatory terms in nonclassificatory ways to reckon
 exact genealogical relationships.

 Some of the changes for a female ego (propositus) are indicated graphically
 in figure 2. One notes immediately that father's clan is treated just the same as
 for a male ego, but usage within a female ego's clan is entirely different in all
 junior generations. Instead of the alternation of, e.g., cheni vs. mbwo as seen

 from a man's perspective, we have a woman's sister's children being called wiaa
 (which is a term for mother's brother's children for male egos), and their
 children are kee (a term which is, as mentioned, from a male point of view
 reserved for affinal descendants, not in the matriline). The explanation for this
 is not entirely clear, but is perhaps related to the fact that for a female ego (but
 not a male ego) the spouse's clan has a systematic kin term nomenclature. Note,
 for instance, that she uses the term kee for sister's daughter's sons and sister's
 daughter's daughters, which is the very same terminology for these individuals
 that her own husband's sister's son would use (for him these are the children of
 a mother's brother, belonging to the mother's brother's wife's clan). Now these
 husband's sister's sons are the nephews of her husband, the men whose bride
 price her husband pays, and the men who support him in any time of need. She
 stands in a taboo relationship to these men, who call her by her husband's name
 rather than by the relevant kin term kedikaa, yet that is the very term she
 applies to them.27 In any case, the clear fact is that for a woman, the husband's
 clan has a structural effect on the terminology: husband's sister is vyili, hus
 band's brother is kedikaa, but (unlike for male ego's spouses' relatives) this
 pattern is repeated in the generations below (so husband's sister's daughter is
 also vyili, and husband's sister's son is also kedikaa) along clan lines.
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 Figure 2. Kin terms in own and father's clan (female ego).
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 Another kind of change (when we switch to the female perspective) takes
 place with affines of the higher generation. The mother's brother's wife is not
 kedikaa (as she would be for a male ego), but 'maa (a term a male would use for
 mother's brother's son's wife). This was explained to me in the following way:
 "We women use 'n:aa instead of kedikaa for mother's brother's wife, because a
 woman replaces a grandmother, and calls other kin the same way as grand
 mother does." Note also the generational skewing involved in the fact that for a
 female ego the children of the mother's brother are kee, while for a male ego only
 the grandchildren of a mother's brother are kee.

 Table 7 lays out the same informal componential analysis as before, but now
 for a female ego, to allow direct comparison.

 Table 7. Informal Componential Analysis from the Perspective of a Female Ego

 Analysis
 m and fbw's clan f'sclan ff and mf's clan mbw'sclan

 m/f m/f m/f

 +4 tidi/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa
 +3 kini/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa feaafeaa/feaapyaa
 +2 tidi/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa
 +1 kini/pye kaakaa* /miaamiaa kaakaa/kaapyaa ?/'maa
 0 tide/mbwo micho/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kee/kee
 -1 wiaa/wiaa kaakaa/miaamiaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kee/kee
 -2 kee/kee micho/kaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa kee/kee
 -3 kee/kee kaakaa/miaamiaa feaafeaa/feaapyaa kee/kee
 -4 kee/kee micho/kaapyaa feaafeaa/feaapyaa kee/kee
 Address only.

 As mentioned above (under the rubric of "kinship algebra"), an alternative
 way of looking at the mapping of kin terms onto kin types dispenses with these
 functional perspectives. On such a view, the kind of generational collapse ex
 hibited in father's father's clan is due to a merging rule that collapses collateral
 kin categories in a systematic way when applied recursively over kin type
 strings (Lounsbury 1969). We discuss this below in a comparison with Trobriand
 kinship, but highly relevant to that claim is another set of facts. Kinship
 reckoning on Rossel does not rely on knowledge of kin type strings, i.e., of exact
 genealogical connections between individuals. What is essential in order to
 apply a kin term to an individual X, is to know how someone else, of a deter
 minate kinship type to oneself, refers to X. From that knowledge alone, a correct
 appellation can be deduced. For example, suppose someone that I call a tide 'my
 sister' calls X a tpiee 'my child'; then I can call X a chine 'my nephew', without
 having the faintest idea of my genealogical connection to X. In this respect, like
 many kin term systems, the Rossel system is a classificatory system, where one
 application of a relational category implies another. Beneath the basic facts in
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 table 6, I have outlined some of these rules, divided into affinal rules and de
 scent rules, and they are developed further in table 8.

 Table 8. Classificatory Rules for a Male Ego_

 If my father calls a man a mbwo, I should call him a kighi or a kaakaa
 a kini, a kighi or a kaakaa

 a kighi or a kaAkda, a kighi or a kaakaa
 a chini, a micho

 a micho, a kighi or a kaakaa
 a kee, a mbwo
 a tp:ee, a mbwo
 a w:dd, a mbwo

 If father calls a woman a w:dd, I should call her a tide
 a kee, a tide
 a chini modo, a kaapyaa
 a m:aam:aa, a kaapyaa
 akaapyaa, akaapyaa

 If mother calls a man a mbopo, I should call him a w:dd
 a tide, a kini
 a kini, a mbwo
 a micho, a kighi

 If mother calls a woman a kaapyaa, I should call her a kaapyaa
 a m:aam:aa, a m:aam:aa

 If mother or father calls

 a woman apye, I should call her afeaapyaa
 If a kini calls a woman a 'n:aa, I should call her a 'n:aa

 apye, a kaapyaa
 If a kini calls a man a mbywe, I should call him a mbywe

 a kini, a mbwo
 a kighi, a kighi

 Lounsbury (1969:216) raises other difficulties for the functional perspective.
 First, he claims that functional accounts often only work if one neglects certain
 kinsmen. Lounsbury notes that in a matriclan context, the father's mother's
 brother should count just like a father (being a senior male of father's matri
 clan), but this equivalence fails in many Crow terminologies. However, this
 equivalence does hold in the Rossel system, and similarly for other cases he
 raises. Thus, the matrilineal functions do account well for the data.
 A second point he raises is that not all Crow systems are associated exclu

 sively with matrilineal descent groups. "There are at least five cases on record of
 societies that have Crow-type systems of terminology in association with patri
 lineal kin groupings (some of these at least being strongly corporate property
 holding groups), rather than the Omaha type as would be expected according to
 the unity of the lineage theory" (Lounsbury 1969:215). Lounsbury (1969:250 n.
 9) cites Murdock (1949:168), who also notes (167) that Crow-like systems occur
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 with double descent on Manus. This brings us to the issue of how far the Rossel
 system is compatible with also reckoning patrilineal descent. The interesting
 fact is that the terms map in such a way that the "unity of the patrilineage"
 shines through just as did the "unity of the matriclan''?that is, the terms co
 herently map onto a componential analysis made up of just the dimensions
 father's (own) patriline, generation, and sex, as shown in table 9, which com
 pares the terms used for members of father's matriclan. What is clear from the
 table is that many of the terms are the same. Note that the term m:aam:aa is
 transparently related to m:aa 'daddy', as a number of consultants pointed out,
 and the prototype is father's sister who is a member of both father's patriline
 and father's matriclan. Note too that the main difference between the treatment

 of father's matriclan and father's patriline is that only in the case of the matri
 clan is a distinctive terminology for junior generations maintained, including
 generational skewing.

 Table 9. Terms Applied to Father's Patriline (mi u tii) vs. Father's Matriclan
 (miupiuu)_

 F's Matriclan F's Patriline
 m/f m/f

 +4 feaafeaa/feaapyaa kaakaa/kaapyaa
 +3 kadkaB, I kaapyaa kaakaa I kaapyaa
 +2 kaakaa I kaapyaa kaakaa I kaapyaa
 +1 kaakaa /m:aam:aa kaakaa*/m:aam:aa
 0 mbwo/tide mbwo/tide
 -1 kaakaa/m:aam:aa kee/kee
 -2 micho/kaapyaa kee/kee
 -3 feaafeaa/m:aa/n:aa kee/kee
 -4 micho/kaapyaa kee/kee

 Address only.

 Now the skeptical may think that this neat mapping onto the patriline is an
 accident of terminological symmetry, but Rossel people in fact reckon in pre
 cisely this way: "He is my mbwo 'brother' because he is the son of the son of
 Muwo, my father's father's brother." People thus use the great depth of geneal
 ogical knowledge they have of patrilines to calculate the application of terminol
 ogy. If we take an egocentric perspective, and think of ego as at the intersection
 of a matriline and a patriline, we again get a simple picture, as diagrammed in
 figure 3. In the patriline, all males of ascending generations are feaafeaa, and
 those of descending generations are kee ('descendant') except that father and
 son have special terms, while in the matriline we find the same pattern except
 that there is an overlaid pattern of terms shared by alternating generations. The
 terminology thus fits a dual descent system like a glove.
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 Figure 3. Terminology and the crossing of matriline vs. patriline.
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 5. Comparative Perspectives. The kinship system of Rossel Island seems
 quite unusual. It does not fit the Highland New Guinea model of loose interest
 groups masquerading under unilinear or cognatic descent, nor does it fit the
 strictly unilineal logic of well-known systems like the Trobriand one, nor the
 Oceanic cognatic model.28

 Not much appears to be known about the kinship systems of outlier Papuan
 (i.e., non-Austronesian) languages and cultures in the islands of Papua New
 Guinea or the Solomons, so it is difficult to adduce these most relevant compari
 sons. However, in comparison with the surrounding Austronesian systems, the
 Rossel kin term terminology would appear to be quite distinctive. First, despite
 its obvious matrilineal nature, in contrast to say the Trobriand system, the
 Rossel system of kinship shows much more evidence of patrifiliation and patri
 lineal reckoning. To review the relevant factors:

 the primary name of an individual (male or female) is given by the father
 from a set restricted to the father's clan;

 usufruct rights to land descend in the father's line;

 residence is patrilocal for males, a typical hamlet being constituted by a
 man, his married sons, and perhaps their sons;

 magic, many valuables, political and religious office, and other significant
 inheritance is likely to be from father to son;

 the kinship terminology consistently maintains both a distinct patrilineal
 and a matrilineal descent line.

 In these respects, as pointed out, the Rossel system does not look at all like a
 classical matrilineal system, even though the matriclans are so dominant in
 native exegesis, especially because of their role in exogamy.

 The Rossel system may at first sight appear closer in nature to the kinship
 system of Manus, which is described as having a dual descent system with a
 Crow terminology, with the most important named groups being patrilocal
 patrilineal corporate and exogamous descent groups, supplemented with matri
 lineal clans with purely ritual functions (Carrier and Carrier 1991). However,
 unlike on Manus, the Rossel patrilineal descent groups do not constitute
 formally named groups, and, except for founding ancestors of settlement areas,

 may not have single apical ancestors and thus lack clear bounds. In addition, the
 Manus system has locally recognized effective named cognatic groups, with no
 Rossel equivalents. In these various ways, the Manus system is perhaps more
 typical of Polynesia than of offshore New Guinea, as Margaret Mead (1934:310)
 argued.

 Much has been written about Trobriand kinship and terminology, so it
 makes a useful point of comparison (see Fathauer [1961] for a summary). A first
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 point to note is that the terminology is a much simpler system, with only thir
 teen terms compared to Rossel's forty-five to fifty (it does have one semantic
 parameter, associated with Proto-Oceanic, not found on Rossel, namely the dis
 tinction between older and younger siblings). Leach (1958) claimed that the
 Trobriand kin terminology could best be understood in terms of residence, sex,
 and generation, without essential reference to genealogy at all. This has been
 shown to be false, because it relied on an exact correspondence between subclans
 and hamlets which does not in fact hold (Powell 1969a, 1969b) but the terms
 could be sociocentrically organized (in terms of subclans) without relying on
 residence. In any case, Lounsbury (1965) has taken issue with Leach's analysis
 on many separate grounds, claiming in particular that the system can be
 understood simply in terms of extensions of kin terms from primary kin types
 (like father) to secondary ones (like father's brother). Alternatively, one can
 think about his analysis as collapsing more distant kin onto categories that have
 primary reference to closer relatives, and thus the whole system as a series of
 shunts across ego's genealogical net. Thought about like this, the Trobriand
 system can be assimilated to a taxonomy of kin term systems, and Lounsbury
 (1969) dubs the system "Crow Type 111." The typologically interesting feature is
 a "skewing rule," which states an equivalence between any man's father's sister
 as a linking relative, and that man's father's mother as a linking relative. So, for
 example, father's sister is equivalent to father's mother, and recursively applied
 to, e.g., father's sister's daughter, we get father's sister's daughter = father's

 mother's daughter, i.e., father's sister, and in turn, father's sister = father's
 mother; therefore, father's sister's daughter is equivalent as a linking relative to
 father's mother. The effect of applying this skewing rule and its corollary
 (whereby a woman's brother's child is equivalent to that woman's son's child), is
 to produce the skewed shunts across the genealogical net shown in figure 4
 (after Lounsbury [1965] and Fathauer [1962]). Native Rossel exegesis includes
 such skewing rules; for example, I have heard an informant say "A female chine
 counts as your mother, and that is why her children are mbwo and tide"

 Moreover, there are ways of indicating, despite the classificatory nature of the
 system, that one is choosing to reckon in kin type strings (although, as

 mentioned, this is not necessary for application of the terminology?observing
 reciprocal usages will be sufficient). An example is seen in (7).

 (7) Ddpukada, u w:dd njini u kini tp.oo
 (man's name) his/its/her MBS/MBD true his/its/her MB child
 'Dapukada was Ntiaatpi's real w:aa, his real MBS.'
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 Figure 4. Crow Type III skewed reductions (Trobriand terms), after Lounsbury (1965) and Fathauer (1961).
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 Now at first sight the Rossel system seems completely unrelated to the
 Trobriand system. But if we map the Rossel data onto the same kind of diagram,
 we have the pattern in figure 5. The parallel with the Trobriand system is ob
 scured here by the alternation of terms across the generations. But if this is
 allowed for, there is a similar skewing across the genealogical net (as shown in
 the figure). This is, of course, not surprising: such skewings are typical of all kin
 term systems associated with matrilineal descent groups.

 Now let us turn to a second issue raised by Lounsbury's analysis. He claims
 that his analysis vindicates the assumption that the Trobriand system should be
 thought of in terms of egocentric genealogical nets, not in terms of sociocentric
 units like clans (let alone Leach's analysis in terms of hamlet residence). How
 ever, his analysis does not establish this?it merely shows that the system is
 coherent when thought about this way. However, it does not entail that the
 natives actually do think about it thus. In fact, the system is also coherent when
 thought about in terms of clans, just as the Rossel system is. The father's clan in
 the Trobriand system is undifferentiated by anything except the sex of the
 referent; in this respect, it is like the Rossel treatment of father's father's clan
 (but not the father's clan, which is internally differentiated). The additional
 complexity of the Rossel system is due to the greater number of clans which are
 systematically recognized in the terminology, and since these are (apart from a
 female ego's treatment of her husband's clan) on the father's side, this is further
 evidence of the relatively greater weight put on patrifiliation in the Rossel
 system, compared to the Trobriand one.

 There has never been a proper inquest on the Leach-Lounsbury dispute. But
 now that, thirty or more years later, the dust has settled, it is quite clear that
 although Leach was wrong to argue that residence was criterial, Lounsbury was
 equally wrong to argue that such units as clans are irrelevant to the operation of
 such systems. On Rossel, at least, the genealogical net is not the constant
 reference point during kinship reckoning, and the terms are classificatory terms
 in the sense that Leach supposed, i.e., freed of exact genealogical reference. My
 own experience with the Dravidian system, where I found that both genealogical
 and classificatory ways of reckoning were employed (Levinson 1977), was re
 peated on Rossel. In systems of kinship where every member of the society is a
 presumptive kinsman as on Rossel, it is not practical to rely directly on geneal
 ogical kin type strings?the systems are designed to be usable without such
 knowledge necessarily being available. Classificatory reckoning can also be
 formulated as rules such as "If my father (real or classificatory) calls that man a
 mbwo, then I must call him a kighi (or the equivalent feaafeaa)." Rules of this
 kind were offered as explanations for use where exact genealogical relations
 were unknown, and may play a role in the acquisition of the system by children.
 A full set of such rules can easily be formulated by informants, along the lines
 illustrated in table 8. (See also table 6 above, under the rubrics "descent rules"
 and "spouse rules.")
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 Figure 5. The Rossel kin terms and generational skewings.
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 Through repeated patterns of marriage, or the quite common pattern of two
 brothers marrying two sisters, or through occasional cross-generational mar
 riages (as when a man married a wife's sister's daughter as a second wife),
 different genealogical connections, or indeed distinct classificatory modes of
 reckoning, may yield rival terms of reference. In some cases, these remain live
 alternatives, to be activated as needs arise. In other cases, one term clearly
 takes precedence over the other. Let us examine three examples.

 Take the case of a man X who is ego's presumptive a chine (classificatory
 sister's son) on the basis that X's mother's father and ego's father are of the
 same clan; however, ego has another relationship to X in that X's father is
 ego's classificatory mother's brother or keni (i.e., the mother's brother is of
 the same clan as ego). This second relation is clearly culturally of more
 importance, given the importance of mother's brothers in, for example,
 helping with brideprice, and it takes precedence.

 Y's mother's mother married a second husband, by whom she had a son, Y's
 kene (mother's half brother) Mwola. Mwola's son should thus be called w:aa
 'mother's brother's son'. But there is another route through which he should
 be called chine. This is because Mwola married a woman Y calls tide 'sister',
 and the child of a tide is always a chine. However, Mwola's wife is only a
 presumptive classificatory tide, through the fact that her father and Y's
 father are of the same clan, and the close genealogical connection of the
 other route gives the term w:aa clear priority.

 Y's mother's mother's father had two wives, the first producing his mother's
 mother, the second his mother's mother's father's son Kpeevyuwo of a
 different clan, which happens to be the clan of Y's father. Y's father calls
 Kpeevyuwo mbwo 'brother', and so could be called feaafeaa 'father's brother,
 father's father, etc.', as senior male of Y's father's clan. But Y's mother calls
 Kpeevyuwo kene 'mother's brother', as he is her mother's half brother, and
 if a mother calls someone kene, her child should address him as mbwo. In
 this case, both terms can be used, but again the closer genealogical route
 perhaps normally prevails. The route through Y's mother is interesting,
 because by strict matrilineal reckoning Kpeevyuwo is not a mother's brother
 at all, since his mother is of a different clan. The very fact that Y's mother
 calls him kini is justification for Y calling him mbwo, indicating that the
 classificatory rules in table 3 above can supercede genealogical reckoning.

 6. Conclusion. The general conclusion is that the Rossel kinship system is
 an overt matrilineal system with a covert patrilineal element, and many fea
 tures emphasizing patrifiliation. The matrilineal system, with its clans and
 their totems, has close parallels with many surrounding Austronesian systems,
 but the strong patrilineal elements seem missing from those cultures. It seems
 likely that the Rossel system retains ancient Papuan elements, of which the
 patrilineal bias may be one. The sheer complexity of the Rossel system, with
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 nearly four times as many terms as the Trobriand system, is suggestive of such
 an overlay. Other ancient features may be the collective kin terms, reminiscent
 of Australian systems (see, e.g., Evans 1995:556).

 Armstrong (1928), as he confessed, did not really comprehend the Rossel kin
 term system. Because of the linguistic difficulties, he confused a number of
 terms, most importantly (and peculiarly) collapsing the terms for both mother's
 brother's son (wiaa) and mother (pye) with son and daughter (tpiee). But, in the
 context of the evolutionist theories of his day, he did raise some interesting
 questions about whether the system could have evolved out of an Australian
 type section system?just the kind of question thought idiotic by the structural
 functional school that rapidly succeeded the evolutionist theories.

 Such a section system is built on the intersection of dual descent groups and
 bilinear reckoning (as Murdock [1949] insisted), but also presupposes an obli
 gatory marriage category (as "alliance" theorists have since emphasized). The
 Rossel terminology has features that make good sense from the point of view of
 "the unity of the lineage" (as shown above in figure 1), but also has curious
 elements of affinal conflation with consanguines, which suggest origins in
 prescriptive marriage rules (see, e.g., table 6 above, where mother's clan = ego's
 clan = father's brother's wife's clan, and children of the mother's brother's wife
 are conflated with descendants). Take the case of the conflation of father's
 brother's wife's clan with one's own clan; this clearly makes sense in a moiety or
 section system, where the wifetakers must take their wives from one specified
 section. There is another special feature of the Rossel system that suggests
 vestiges of a section system?the sameness of terms across alternating genera
 tions, which obscures the underlying Crow-like features of the system. Curious
 ly, this is not unknown from other Crow systems. Fox (1967:254) points out that
 it can be found as a variant in Pueblo tribes (e.g., the Laguna), commenting that
 "This type of classification . .. stresses the 'unity of alternate generations' which
 we have seen as characteristic of 'elementary' systems and particularly systems
 of direct exchange" (1967:255). More generally, he notes, "The more we look at
 'Crow' systems, then, the more does the terminology suggest that they are
 indeed a curious mixture of 'direct' and 'indirect' exchange?and hence perhaps,
 some kind of development from elementary systems [i.e., prescriptive marriage
 systems and section systems]" (1967:255). Thus, Armstrong's apparently odd
 ideas perhaps have more support?from both the internal evidence that he did
 not control and the external comparative evidence not then available?than
 might be expected, given the prevalent rejection of the diachronic perspective in
 kinship studies.

 Armstrong's speculations aside, the Rossel system is sufficiently curious to
 invite comparison with other Papuan outlier societies, whose origins presum
 ably predate the Austronesian migration. Perhaps this article will help to pro
 voke the work that would make that comparison possible.
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 Notes

 Acknowledgments. I would like to thank Gunter Senft for detailed comments (p.c.
 2004) and bibliographical leads, and especially for his help on comparative Trobriand
 material. Ton Otto gave me leads on the double descent systems of Manus. John Liep
 (p.c. 2005, 2006) provided invaluable and incisive comments based on his firsthand
 knowledge of the Rossel kinship system; I should record that, although the main facts are
 clear, he does not always agree with some of the emphases and interpretations here
 (which may partly reflect different local field sites). I have also benefited from comments
 from two anonymous referees. This work is based on recurrent annual field trips to
 Rossel Island since 1995, funded by the Max Planck Gesellschaft, recently under the
 aegis of the Origin of Man, Language and Languages project of the European Science
 Foundation. I have been helped especially by Isidore Yidika of Cheme village, and the
 people of Njinjopu generally.

 Abbreviations. The following abbreviations are used: m = male; f = female; for kin
 types: F = father; M = mother; S = son; D = daughter; B = brother; Z = sister; H = husband;

 W = wife.
 Transcription. In this article, I adopt, with minor modifications, the practical ortho

 graphy outlined in Henderson's 1995 monograph, which offers a good phonemic writing
 system for a language with ninety phonemes (hence the complex diacritics and digraphs).
 The essentials of this orthography are as follows. Vowels with acute accent a, e, 6 are
 close [ae, e, o], while the counterparts a, e, o are more open [a, e, 0]; i is a mid unrounded
 central vowel or schwa, and i is a high back unrounded vowels [uil; a is low back
 unrounded [a]. Colon (:) indicates nasalization of the following vowel, and doubling of a
 vowel indicates length. Among the basic consonants, t, 'n are alveolar stop and alveolar
 nasal, respectively ('n replaces Henderson's n); d, n are postalveolar stop and nasal; ng
 is velar nasal; u is a voiced bilabial fricative; gh is a voiced velar fricative. Several types of
 complex consonants are found. Prenasalized (and voiced) stops are mp, nt, nd, nk; stops
 with homorganic nasal release are dn, kn; consonants with simultaneous bilabial closure
 are tp, dp, kp, rim, nm, ngm, Iv; stops with prenasalization and simultaneous bilabial
 closure are mt, md, mg; stops with nasal release and simultaneous bilabial closure are
 dm, km. After a consonant, w indicates labialization and y indicates palatalization (they
 may be combined). The palatalized dental stops are replaced by an alveopalatal affricate,
 represented as ch (nj when prenasalized. The unusual phoneme inventory and its pho
 netics is further discussed in Levinson (2006b) and Maddieson and Levinson (2004).

 1. Necklaces made from small red disks ground from a Chama species, called
 wuluwulu on Rossel, or chapi when threaded, the full soulava valuable with shell finial
 being called popokeni. There is a nonthreaded, woven style of assemblage used to make
 popokeni specifically for use as valuables on Rossel.

 2. There has been additional work on the linguistic system, originally by Henderson
 (1995), and since then, by myself.

 3. I will not attempt here to unravel all his puzzles. Some of them evaporate with
 better information. For example, he discovered just before his departure that there was
 a special "namesake" relation, penta 'his binta', which he thought was a highly signi
 ficant compradrazgo-type relation, but, in fact, is largely a side effect of the fact that each
 clan has a limited number of names that fathers can bestow on their sons, as explained
 below. This guarantees that namesakes have fathers of the same matriclan, drawing
 attention to patrifiliation. See Levinson (2005, in press).

 4. The particular subclan name daalum is reminiscent of the Proto-Austronesian
 *dale, for subclans or lineages in general, but this may be coincidence. The general
 Rossel name for clans is p:uu, also meaning more generally 'group of persons' (as a
 postposition it means 'with (others), attached to'). One Proto-Oceanic reconstruction for
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 'descent group' is *qapusa (Hage 1998), which could just possibly be related to piuu, but
 Proto-Oceanic loans in Rossel generally maintain the exact form better than the
 surrounding Oceanic languages.

 5. Subclans occasionally die out. On one occasion a couple of generations ago, an
 attempt was made to "adopt* a nubile woman into a clan short of women, but the elders
 of the real clan of the girl refused to agree. Real adoption at birth may lead to the child
 having the subclan of the adoptive mother by agreement with all concerned.

 6. The two last clans are associated with the Western end of the island, far from the
 place of fieldwork, hence the dearth of information. liep (1989) talks as if all clans have
 subclans, but my informants offered no systematic pattern here, and I am inclined to
 think that the apparently chaotic pattern is due to a developmental cycle of fission and
 fusion.

 7. Armstrong (1928) gives a list of main sites ("yaba") known to him; in general, this
 appears accurate, although there are difficulties of corroboration given his bad
 transcription of Rossel names. Incidentally, yapwo 'sacred site* is also the base of the
 name for garden, yapwo tide, which might also be glossed 'burning place', suggesting
 that the magic used in gardens also renders them sacred in some sense, but not in the
 deep metaphysical sense associated with the sacred sites proper.

 8. John liep tells me that he was able to obtain rather precise border information for
 subclan territories at P:uum village. In the Njinjopu area where I work, there was an
 attempt made in the 1960s by the imposed local council system to mark such boundaries
 with concrete pillars, but I take this to have been an artificial exercise.

 9. A reviewer questioned whether, post-Levi-Strauss, the notion of "totem" still has
 application. This remains, however, the standard term in Massim ethnography for an
 animal counterpart or emblem for a clan (see Liep [2006], who remarks that Rossel
 totems are a classic case of abstract homologies "good to think in*).

 10. Respectively, Cacatua galerita (kpaapi), Lorius hypoinochrous (mtye), Eclectus
 sp. (nkemi), Ducula spilorrhoa (vyiimi), Ducula pinon (?) (ndiedi), Egretta sacra
 (mbuwo), Ninox theomaeha (daatpiee), Tanysipteragalatea (tii), Fregator minor (mgi).

 11. Both Gunter Senft and John Liep have pointed out to me that there are some
 similarities between this naming pattern and those, for example, in the Trobriands (cf.

 Weiner 1988:56), in that names are drawn from a fixed repertoire "owned" by the clan.
 However, as one might expect, in the Trobriands it is the name indicating the mother's
 clan that is the primary name of an individual (Senft p.c. 2004).

 12. The name given by the father is distinct from all other names in that it is drawn
 from a fixed repertoire (in this case associated with the father's clan). The mother gives
 a child a name on a different basis?for example, after various relatives of their own, or
 after the children of a namesake. Similarly, the father's brothers and other members of
 the father's clan may also give names of this second kind. (There is just one clan, diamo,
 restricted to the western end of the island, that deviates from the father's naming
 practice?members of this clan name the child after the mother's brother or mother's
 sister.) Recent practice has been somewhat confused by the introduction of Christian
 names (in the Catholic eastern end of the island, these are the names of saints),
 combined with the use of the father's Rossel name. Thus, one of my friends is commonly
 called John Lamonga, John being his Christian name, Lamonga his father's Rossel name
 (i.e., the clan name given to his father by his paternal grandfather); his real Rossel name
 is mwiaamuyo, and in any traditional context this is the name that will be used. This
 practice is not yet general. There are naming taboos with all in-laws, especially strict
 with a subset who are in a contractual choko relation (see below, Levinson 2005, in
 press).

 13. An example of the problems here is the recent case of an intermarriage between
 vyape tpyaa (clan 2b in table 1) and dumu tpyaa (clan 3). The clans have different bird
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 totems, but they share the same list of names that a father can give his child. As a result
 of the union, there is a boy called Yidika who is the son of Yidika, which is thought to be
 a dreadful consequence as it implies that the parents of the elder Yidika had an
 incestuous union.

 14. John Liep (p.c. 2005) puts a bit more emphasis on the preference for marriage in
 father's clan than I do. He notes that an additional motivation may be for a woman to
 return her daughter to her own natal village for marriage?the daughter would then be
 marrying a man to whom she is a classificatory father's sister's daughter, fulfilling the
 classic delayed exchange built into patrilateral marriage. Liep reports a slight actual
 imbalance in favor of this type of marriage over classificatory mother's brother's
 daughter marriage. (Note, though, that father's sister's husband is not recognized as a
 designated kinsman, ruling out an alliance interpretation of the terminology at least.)

 15. The surrounding Austronesian social systems are mostly matrilineal, as may
 well have been the case for Proto-Oceanic society in general (Hage 1998). Adopting a
 matriclan system, together with externally recognized bird totems, would have helped
 the inhabitants of Rossel to engage with the trade system of the Austronesian peoples
 around them (they are on the edges of the Kula ring). To this day, equations are made on
 the basis of totems between, for example, the clans of Rossel and Sudest, facilitating
 marriage and safe visiting rights. But the kinship terminology betrays no obvious loans
 or other influences from Austronesian sources, with the possible (but perhaps not
 probable) exception (John Liep [p.c. 2005] points out to me) of mi/m:aa 'father' < *tama
 Proto-Oceanic, niye 'mother' < *tina (see Pawley and Green 1984).

 16. Armstrong (1928:55) mentions this "binda" relationship, but mistakenly thought
 it could be freely contracted. Namesakes are expected to defend one another, and if
 someone abuses, say, Yidika's namesake, Yidika may steal that person's basket, or place
 a leaf in it, demanding the payment of valuables in compensation.

 17. In the words of one male consultant, "you bring a woman to replace your sisters
 in your village."

 18. It is worth pointing out that if Rossel is treated as a matrilineal society with
 patrilocal residence, this would be a relatively rare occurrence. Hage (1998:367), on the
 basis of samples by Murdock, reports 82 percent of matrilineal societies as having either
 matrilocal or avunculocal residence, leaving 18 percent to be divided between all other
 possibilities (neolocal, patrilocal, various). Only 15 percent of all the societies in
 Murdock's sample were matrilineal of any kind. Of eight thousand linguistically distinct
 groups, there might then be about seventy societies that are both matrilineal and
 patrilocal in the world.

 19. John Liep (2006) reports a less consistent pattern of local corporate patrilines
 from detailed investigations in a more Western district, that of Puum. He also points out
 that older patterns have been obscured by resettlement on the coast during the colonial
 period.

 20. For example, according to oral history, the site of the modern village Wodod
 pinenyede was bought by Kpe's son Lvango at the time of the St. Paul wreck (1858, first
 contact with the larger world) for a particular puchem ndap (high valued shell coin)
 named ndoo mbwaankii (so valuable a named shell that he got the daughter of the
 landowners thrown in for good measure!). The sellers would have had patrilineal
 usufruct from the reef up into the mountains over many miles, and it is interesting that
 this could be sold (the land actually belongs nominally to the Nkee Daa clan).

 21. The new leader is announced at the mortuary feast or kpaakpaa of the prior one,
 and provisional arrangements may need to be made if the eldest son is not yet ready for
 such office. The respect for the first-born son is based on the fact that "he was the first to
 feel the father's face," and the respect is not forfeit if he proves an ineffective leader. As
 a case in point, the recent death of forty-five-year-old Taduwa, head of the village of
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 Njaadu, left the village in some difficulties. He himself had inherited the maawe ('big
 man') functions from his father, Nd:aa, founder of the village, but because of his relative
 youth, had shared authority with his father's sister's daughter Maape. Now at Taduwa's
 death, he left sons too young for such office, and consequently it was announced at his
 kpaakpaa that authority would be split between Taduwa's younger brother, and the
 better educated grandson (daughter's son) of Maape, pending the maturity of his sons.

 22. The term tii 'line, descent line' seems to be used unilineally, while yuu 'origin,
 line of descent' refers to the places associated with ancestors of both sides. Still,
 sentences (i) and (ii) are more or less synonymous.

 (i) a yuu 'Nepapiuu wunikwo
 'My line of descent is from 'Nepa.'

 (ii) ni 'Nepa u tii 'nedipini
 'I am attached to 'Nepa's line of descent.'

 23. Unlike many other societies in the general culture area, this is not therefore a
 society where a "cultural account" of kinship a la Schneider (1984) looks very promising
 (cf. Montague [2001] on the Trobriands). Cultural construction, e.g., by adoption, is very
 constrained (see n. 5 and n. 28).

 24. John Liep (p.c. 2005) points out to me that his account in fact covers much the
 same facts, since he emphasized that although the ideology talks in terms of clans, the
 three relevant matriclans are actually augmented by their filiates and affines to form a
 yoo or side (the facts here described do, however, extend the network of distribution
 beyond the parties he mentioned).

 25. The term "classificatory'' kin terminology was introduced by Morgan (1870) in
 opposition to "descriptive" kin terminologies like English, although he used the term in
 a number of different ways (Trautmann 1981:68-72). When applied to individual terms,
 "classificatory" simply means that distinct kin types are subsumed under a single term
 (English uncle is then of this kind, covering mother's brother, father's brother, mother's
 sister's husband, father's sister's husband), and this is the sense in which I use it
 henceforth.

 26. There is one source of uncertainty I should point out: due to the relatively small
 population and short effective marriage range, genealogies are tangled and many, if not
 most, persons stand in more than one possible relationship to one another. It is thus not
 always obvious which of these relationships occasions a specific term. There are,
 however, rules for prioritizing these multiple genealogical routes discussed at the end of
 section 5.

 27. Incidentally, there is a special taboo vocabulary for use by women in this relation
 to their affines, consisting of a score of replacement words for body parts, clothing,
 baskets, and other personal possessions. Strict affinal taboos, called choko, are reserved
 for either selected mother's brother's wife or wife's sisters: choko relations may not touch
 each other, may never name each other, and must avoid direct communication, an incon
 venience not extended, e.g., to all the wife's sisters. Choko relations once established at
 marriage are lifelong and symmetrical.

 28. For the Highland model, see Barnes (1962), and for a useful review of the differ
 ent models applied to Pacific societies, see Carrier and Carrier (1991). Correspondence
 with Susan Montague (p.c. 2006) reminds me how fluid many of the Massim kinship
 systems are, with shallow genealogical knowledge and ideologies that make adoption
 easy. In comparison, the Rossel system seems quite "African" in its precise under
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 pinnings in vast exact genealogical knowledge, its relative inflexibility, and the relative
 difficulty of adoption across clan lines.
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